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Abstract 

Spinodal decomposition is a phenomenon which hinders the usage of ferrite containing steels 
under certain conditions. With a better understanding and knowledge of spinodal 
decomposition new ferritic and duplex stainless steels could be designed. The project is 
divided into two parts, an experimental part and a theoretical part. The aim of the theoretical 
part was to compare simulated values of the amplitude and wavelength of spinodal 
decomposition, obtained from solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation with other experimental 
values. The experimental part is performed as to determine the chemical diffusion coefficient 
and the mobility of Fe and Cr in the binary Fe-Cr system for lower temperatures using the 
Boltzmann-Matano method from chemical profiles of different samples. Another purpose 
with the project is to determine if the methods and the approach which are taken is viable and 
useful for calculating diffusion coefficients and if it can be used in studies to come. The 
simulations were in good agreement with other data at higher time intervals, but deviates at 
lower times. The calculated interdiffusion coefficients were in all cases lower than the 
expected values and as such the conclusion that is drawn is that the methods which are used 
could need further development. 

 

Sammanfattning 
 

Spinodalt sönderfall är ett fenomen som hindrar användningen av stål som innehåller ferrit 
under vissa förutsättningar. Med en större förståelse och mer kunskap om spinodalt sönderfall 
så kan nya ferritiska och duplexa rostfria stål utformas. Projektet är uppdelat i två delar, en 
experimentell del och en teoretisk del. Syftet med den teoretiska delen var att jämföra 
simulerade värden av amplituden och våglängden för spinodalt sönderfall, vilka erhölls från 
att lösa Cahn-Hilliard ekvationen med andra experimentella värden. Den experimentella delen 
utförs för att bestämma kemiska diffusionskoefficienter för Fe och Cr i det binära Fe-Cr 
system för lägre temperaturer med hjälp av Boltzmann-Matano metod från kemiska profiler 
av olika prover. Ett annat syfte med projektet är att ta reda på om de metoder och 
tillvägagångssätt som tas är livskraftiga och användbara för beräkning av 
diffusionskoefficienter och om den kan användas i studier framöver. Simuleringarna var i god 
överensstämmelse med annan experimentel data vid högre tidsintervall, men avviker vid lägre 
tider. De beräknade Interdiffusion koefficienterna var i samtliga fall lägre än de förväntade 
värdena och som sådan, dras slutsatsen att de metoder som används kan förbättras. 
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Introduction 

Background 
 
There is a great deal of interest from materials manufacturers and end users of duplex 
stainless steel in finding a solution to suppress spinodal decomposition and the prediction of 
when the alloys become brittle for certain temperatures and external loads. The aim of the 
project is collecting data in order to better simulate and predict the spinodal decomposition 
and examining the validity of the approach used in the project and whether it can be used in 
future studies. [1] 

Spinodal decomposition leads to embrittlement of ferritic and duplex stainless steels which 
contain ferrite phases. The decomposition is due to the miscibility gap in the Fe-Cr system 
where the material decompose into Cr-rich and Fe-rich domains, which leads to an increase of 
the hardness but a drastic decrease of the impact toughness. Therefore, there is a great interest 
in understanding this phenomenon in order to improve the performance of ferritic and duplex 
stainless steels. [1] 

The mobility data for calculating interdiffusion in the Fe-Cr system that is currently available 
and used by the industry are mainly available in the Mobility database MOBFE2 [2] which are 
based on Björn Jönsson’s reports [3] and diffusion data from a myriad of other reports[4]. In 
this project, the interdiffusion in the Fe-Cr system was studied by both experiments and 
simulations. Fe-Cr diffusion couples were used to determine the chemical diffusion 
coefficient of Cr. Boltzmann-Matano method was used for calculation of the chemical 
diffusion coefficient. The experimental results were compared to data in [3] and hopefully add 
to if successful.  Spinodal decomposition in the Fe-Cr system was simulated by Fipy software 
by solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation  [5]. The simulation results were compared to 
experimental results from previous studies. 

Boltzmann-Matano method 
 
In Jönssons report [3] both tracer and chemical diffusion are examined and calculated as to 
collect as much information and data regarding diffusion and mobility as possible. It was 
decided that the diffusion which would be used in this project would be the chemical diffusion 
seeing as it’s the more accurate diffusion of the two and it was the most fitting method for 
measurements and calculations with the equipment at hand. When calculating the chemical 
diffusion coefficient the Boltzmann-Matano method which is the most common way to obtain 
the chemical diffusion was a fitting choice. Concentration profiles from diffusion pairs are 
needed when the Boltzmann-Matano analysis is used; the chemical profiles are fit to the 
equations so that chemical diffusion coefficients can be obtained. How to determine the 
diffusion and the equations used are described in [6] and are used in [7]. The Boltzmann-
Matano method uses the following equations.  
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𝐷𝐷(𝑐𝑐) =  − 1
2𝑡𝑡

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∫ 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑1
        (1) 

 

Where t is time in seconds during the heat-treatment, D(c) is interdiffusion in [cm2 s-1], the 
integral is the area between C and C1 and 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
  is the slope of the tangent to the concentration 

gradient at the point in question C and z is the distance from the Matano-interface. 

When using the Boltzmann-Matano method the variable λ = z/√(t) will be needed for the 
method to be used correctly [6]. This variable is derived from the Boltzmann transformation of 
z/(2√(Dt)) [6] and will only work if both the initial conditions and boundary conditions are 
functions of λ [6]. If  

𝑐𝑐(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐 � 𝑑𝑑
√𝑡𝑡
�     (2) 

isn’t describing the chemical profile correctly, the method should give a faulty answer. To 
give an example of how this works for diffusion pairs, the initial condition is as follows,
  

  𝑐𝑐(𝑧𝑧, 0) =  �𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑧𝑧 < 0
𝑐𝑐1, 𝑧𝑧 > 0          (3) 

Where C1 is the lowest concentration and C2 is the highest concentration on the curve. In an 
interdiffusion problem z has its origin in the so called Matano interface; the point in which 
equal amounts of material has passed their opposite direction. It’s of great importance to 
determine the Matano interface as precise as possible to get an accurate interdiffusion 
coefficient. The origin of z is determined from the integral [6]. 
 
  ∫ 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐 = 0𝑑𝑑2

𝑑𝑑1
      (4) 

This will fix two areas which are equal and with good approximations and this equation the 
Matano interface can be determined. The regular format the data is given in is c(z) but if it’s 
inversed to z(c) it will be much simpler to find the Matano interface and the diffusivity, as 
described in [8]. It’s a good idea to have at least two or more samples treated at the same 
temperature so that the concentration in the Matano Interfaces can be compared, if everything 
is right the concentration in the Matano interface should be the same for all the samples at the 
same temperature regardless of time, actually it should be possible to plot c vs λ for the same 
heat-treatment but different times so that they will superpose [6].  

Cahn-Hilliard equation  
   
In the theoretical part simulations of concentration profiles are made by solving the Cahn-
Hilliard equation numerically with FiPy [5] a program that solves partial differential equations 
(programmed in python). These concentration profiles show how the spinodal decomposition 
develops for a given temperature, diffusion coefficient and composition. From the 
concentration profiles the percentage of Fe and Cr in the different areas can be calculated. 
Amplitude and wavelength of the simulations will be compared with literature values. The 
Cahn-Hilliard equation describes the phase separation of a system [6], in this case an A-B 
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system at a constant temperature. This system can go from originally having a constant 
composition throughout to a point when the system decomposes into two separate phases 
which have different compositions but with the same structure [6], [9]. Most of the simulations 
were carried out at 500 oC, 0.45 Cr mole fraction at varying times, other simulations were also 
made with the same conditions but with 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 Cr mole fraction instead.  

 
   𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
= 𝐷𝐷∇2𝜇𝜇   (5) 

This is the Cahn-Hilliard equation [10], where 𝜙𝜙 is the alloy composition of two different 
elements and 𝜙𝜙 = ±1, D is a diffusion coefficient, t is time, ∇ is the laplacian and 𝜇𝜇 the 
chemical potential, 

    𝜙𝜙 = ± √𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏

   (6) 

The variables b and a are real values and a > 0, then we need 𝜇𝜇.  

   𝜇𝜇 =  (𝑏𝑏4𝜙𝜙3 − 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏2𝜙𝜙) − 𝛾𝛾∇2𝜙𝜙  (7) 

Finally the Cahn-Hilliard equation can be written as 

   𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

= 𝐷𝐷∇2((𝑏𝑏4𝜙𝜙3 − 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏2𝜙𝜙) − 𝛾𝛾∇2𝜙𝜙)  (8) 

Where 𝛾𝛾 is so-called the gradient energy coefficient [10].  

Heat-treatments 
 
To calculate the diffusion coefficient heat-treatments are carried out on seven diffusion 
couples consisting of a Fe layer surrounded by two "pure" Cr layers, so that iron layer lies 
between the chrome layers. The reason why this is done is so a diffusion distance can be 
obtained for a given time and temperature and in turn a diffusion coefficient can be 
determined for the given temperature. Obtaining knowledge concerning diffusion is important 
for spinodal decomposition seeing how the Cahn-Hilliard equation uses this data to create 
concentration profiles. The iron comes from a special order from Japan, it is electrolytic iron 
e.g. high purity iron; the iron was alloyed with an electrolytic method, i.e., pure chromium. 

  

Environmental aspect 

There are some examples where an increased knowledge of spinodal decomposition would 
greatly benefit society in environmental, safety and economical aspects. One such example 
would be in nuclear power plants, if one could anticipate the embrittlement of the ferrite in 
steel pips caused by radiation, then better planning for maintenance and replacement of these 
pipes could be achieved. In turn this will decrees the chance of accidents which could affect 
lives and the environment.     
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Experiment 

Preparations 
 
The first step of the experiment was to use the Mobility database MOBFE2 in combination 
with the TCFE7 [11] thermodynamic database to obtain mobility data and then using Dictra to 
extrapolate diffusion values for a certain composition at a temperature, from this; one can 
determine an appropriate time to heat-treat the samples, so that a measurable diffusion occurs. 
From this it is determined which temperatures and time intervals the samples will be heat 
treated at. 

Cr = 99.99999% was the amount of Cr used for the simulation in Dictra, DC = Chemical 
diffusion, DT = Tracer diffusion, Y = √ (2Dt) and Y = Diffusion depth. 

 

950oC 

DC (CR, CR, FE) = 5.1563296E-
19 [m2s-1] 

DT CR =5.6396006E-20 [m2s-1] 

DT FE =5.156331E-19 [m2s-1] 

 

850°C 

DC (CR, CR, FE) = 1.4481133E-
20 [m2s-1] 

DT CR = 1.5838368E-21 [m2s-1] 

DT FE = 1.4481137E-20 [m2s-1] 

 

The temperatures which were ultimately used was 950°C for four of the samples and 850°C 
for three of the samples, the difference in number of samples at the various temperatures 
depends on the time intervals and that at 850°C, it takes more time to get the same kind of 
diffusion that occurs at 950°C, this results in that it is not needed to have many samples at the 
lower temperature when the diffusion is so slow. The samples were encapsulated with quartz, 
as to avoid oxidation from contact with the atmosphere; this is avoided as oxidation would 
damage the samples. The next step is to place the samples in furnaces with different 
temperatures and periods of time which were determined above, in this case they were 2, 4, 6 
and 7 weeks for the 950°C and 4,6,7 weeks at 850°C. When the samples are taken from the 
furnaces they are at first quenched in saltwater to cool them off and “freeze “the diffusion, 
later the samples get grinded and polished so that they can be observed with SEM (scanning 
electron microscope), in SEM, diffusion and a concentration gradient can be observed and 

Sample Time(h) Approximated Y 
for DC [m] 

1 336 1.1168 * 10^-6 

2 672 1.5794 * 10^-6 

3 1008 1.9344 * 10^-6 

4 1176 2.0893 * 10^-6 

Table 1. Approximated diffusion depth at 950°C for different time intervals. 

Sample Time(h) Approximated Y 
for DC [m] 

1 672 2.6468*10^-7 

2 1008 3.2417*10^-7 

3 1176 3.5015*10^-7 

Table 2. Approximated diffusion depth at 850°C for different time intervals. 
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with this, the interdiffusion coefficient will be determined, the results will then be compared 
to the simulated values from Dictra and see if they match or not. The results of the experiment 
should also be compared with literature values. 

Results 

Spinodal decomposition simulations 
 

The specific conditions used for our simulations were used because the results were both easy 
to make further calculations on and that there was literature values for these conditions. 
Figures 1-5 are not all the simulations that were performed, the graphs for 0.25 and 0.3 Cr 
mole fractions is not shown as they resemble the graph for 0.35 mole fraction to such an 
extent, so these graphs were represented well enough from figure 1 alone. 
The axis’s for the decomposition simulations are composition in mole fraction and length in 
nanometer on the other.  

 

 

Figure 1.Concentration vs length (nm), from this graph it can be seen that there is no spinodal decomposition regardless of 
time for 0.35 Cr mole fraction at 500 oC. 

 

Figure 2. Concentration vs length (nm), spinodal decomposition can clearly be observed for 0.45 Cr mole fraction, 500 oC and 
500h.  
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Figure 3. Concentration vs length (nm), spinodal decomposition can clearly be observed for 0.45 Cr mole fraction, 500 oC and 
100h.  

 

 

Figure 4. Concentration vs length (nm), spinodal decomposition can clearly be observed for 0.45 Cr mole fraction, 500 oC and 
24h.  

 

 

Figure 5. Concentration vs length (nm), spinodal decomposition can clearly be observed for 0.45 Cr mole fraction, 500 oC and 
4h.  
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Amplitude and wavelength 
 
From the concentration graphs both amplitude and wavelength were calculated. The 
amplitude is determined by calculating the height difference for a peek and base and then 
dividing it with two, wave length is the distance between two peaks or two bases.  
 

Mole 
fraction 

Temp(°C) Time(h) Wavelength 
(nm) 

Amp 

0.45 500°C 500h 2.8 0.3 

0.45 500°C 100h 2.5 0.275 

0.45 500°C 24h 2.5 0.2675 

0.45 500°C 4h 3 0.26 

0.35 500°C 24h - - 

0.3 500°C 24h - - 

0.25 500°C 24h - - 

Table 3. Showing all the calculated results from the concentration graphs. 
 

SEM observations 
 
The chemical profiles and pictures of the sample surfaces where taken with SEM, figure 6 to 
17 are the SEM observation pictures with their respective chemical profile right after. With 
these chemical profiles the Boltzmann-Matano method can be used and the interdiffusion 
determined. While the chemical profiles are showed in mass percentages the interdiffusion 
was calculated in mole percentages as it should be. Some of the profiles were normalized in 
the software, the rest were normalized by hand. It says if it’s normalized next to their 
percentage type. The magnification varied from picture to picture so the best possible result 
could be acquired.   
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Figure 6. SEM picture of a Fe-Cr sample treated for four weeks at 850°C. Large oxidized zones(to the right) are irregularly 
spread across the Cr area, the surface of the Cr layer have partially split from the sample. Oxidation is spread throughout the 
entirety of the equilibrium; there has been a huge grain growth for the Fe grains. 800 times magnification. 

 
Figure 7. the chemical profile of a Fe-Cr sample treated for four weeks at 850°C, multiple unwanted elements can be 
identified in this profile which in turn will damage the diffusion data. 
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Figure 8. SEM picture of a Fe-Cr sample treated for two weeks at 950°C. The Cr have diffused into the Fe and vice versa 
which have resulted with a peek Cr-percentage at 40% in the equilibrium. The scratches in the Fe area don’t impact the 
chemical profile in any noticeable degree. 500 times magnification. 

 

Figure 9. Chemical profile for sample treated for two weeks at 950°C. A clear diffusion gradient can be observed from the 
profile, Cr goes from 20% to practically zero percentage, and the diffusion distance is approximately 35 micrometers in 
length. 
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Figure 10. SEM picture for four weeks at 950°C treatment. We can observe a very long diffusion length for this sample, as 
well as some impurities in both the equilibrium and the Fe phase. 180 times magnification. 

  

 
Figure 11. Chemical profile for four weeks at 950°C treatment. The diffusion gradient has a length of approximately 35 
micrometers, one point of interest is what seems like the usual length of the Fe-Cr equilibrium, were Cr is ranging 17%-15%.  
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Figure 12. SEM picture for six weeks at 950°C treatment. The scratches don’t impact the results to any relevant degree, this 
sample had some oddities to it, and one of the Cr layers was completely missing while the other one was present but only 
partially. 650 times magnification.   

 

 
Figure 13. Chemical profile for six weeks at 950°C treatment. The Cr percentage is noticeably low in this profile and it’s 
expected that some kind of an error has had an impact on this sample; the profile is at best doubtful and at worst 
completely wrong.   
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Figure 14. SEM picture of an untreated Fe-Cr sample. The area to the right is the “pure” Cr and the left area is Fe, there are 
many large scale cracks in the Cr layer which will most probably have a negative impact if it does affect the heat-treatment 
at all. The Fe grains in the boundary area are different from the other grains in the Fe layer, they are much smaller than the 
regular grain, and this will result in increased grain-boundary diffusion. 1600 times magnification. 

 

 
Figure 15. The diffusion profile for the samples as received. Not normalized. When transformed to atom percentage and 
normalized Fe and Cr will be 100% on their respective sides. 
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Figure 16. SEM picture of a Fe-Cr sample treated for seven weeks at 850°C. An oxide layer (the layer furthest right) has been 
created on top of the Cr layer which protected the rest of the sample from more oxidation; the darker spots in the second 
phase (Cr layer) are made up of Chromium oxide. There has been a huge grain growth for the Fe grains. 850 times 
magnification. 

 
Figure 17. The chemical profile of a Fe-Cr sample treated for seven weeks at 850°C, multiple unwanted elements can be 
identified in this profile, and these elements were mostly found in the Chromium oxide layer which is to be expected. There is 
some Chromium oxide spread throughout the Cr phase. 
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Boltzmann-Matano Calculations 
 

The Boltzmann-Matano equation were used for the samples whose chemical profile were 
suitable for the calculation, the samples which could be used for the calculations were 2 
weeks at 950°C, 4 weeks at 950°C and 7 weeks at 850°C the other samples profiles were for 
different reasons not usable with this method, this will be more touched upon in the 
discussion part.  

Using (4) in combination with Matlab the Matano interface can be found for the chemical 
profiles and the slope of the curve at any given point can be measured, inserting this data into 
(1) the interdiffusion can be determined for the entire concentration range. The chemical 
diffusion coefficients are shown in the tables below.  

 

Temp(°C) Time(h) xCr dz/dc(cm) Integral(cm) D(cm2/s) 

950 666 0.04 -0.0262 0.0058 3.141*10-11 

950 666 0.1 -0.0221 0.0067 3.061*10-11 

950 666 0.13 -0.0185 0.0042 1.618 *10-11 

950 332 0.04 -0.0138 0.0065 3.708*10-11 

950 332 0.1 -0.0155 0.00863 5.528*10-11 

950 332 0.13 -0.0167 0.0081 5.524*10-11 

850 1178 0.04 -0.031 0.00173 6.327*10-12 

850 1178 0.1 -0.013 0.0022 3.378*10-12 

Table 4, Column1: Temperature, Column2: time in h, Column3: mole fraction of Cr, column4: slope of the curve for xCr, 
column5: area for the integral, calculated with Matlab, column6: interdiffusion coefficient.  

Discussion 

Wavelength and amplitude 
 
When comparing the calculated results from FiPy with some experimental values we can see 
that some of them agree well and some who do not. There are experimental values for 0.45 Cr 
mole fraction at 500°C and at the same time intervals as in this report from [12], in that report 
the wavelength at 500h were approximately 2.5nm, for 100h its approximately 2.2nm, for 24h 
and 4h the wavelength were much lower then what was predicted from FiPy and as such not 
agreeing with the simulation. The amplitude for similar conditions were calculated by [13] and 
once again at the higher time point 500h the simulations were in reasonable agreement but for 
the lower time intervals,100h, 24h and 4h the simulations diverge. When comparing the graph 
from [14] with figure 2 they are not an identical fit but they certainly resemble each other. 
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From these comparisons it’s apparent that the higher time intervals from the simulations have 
a better fit with the reports then what the lower time intervals have. The results from figure 1 
and the simulations with similar results are not at all fitting well with the experimental values 
from [15]   as the simulations seems to go outside of the spinodal zone and basically have no 
wavelength or amplitude worth mentioning while the experimental values from [15] does.       

Interdiffusion length  
 
Diffusion could be observed in all of the heat-treated samples which have been taken out of 
the furnaces. The diffusion depths are varying from the Dictra simulations; this is probably 
the result of the increased grain-boundary diffusion from the Fe boundary grains seen in 
figure 14, the cracks in the Cr layer have also probably had a big impact on the samples and 
the diffusion, in addition, the final Cr concentration on the surface can also have had a big 
impact for the diffusion depth. The samples which were used to determine the interdiffusion 
at 950°C were figure 8 and figure 10, for determining the interdiffusion at 850°C, Figure 16 
and its corresponding chemical profile was used. One point of interest with the diffusion 
length is the increased length of the diffusion for longer times and the calculations regarding 
them, the longer the heat-treatment the more data points will be available for measurements 
and in turn it will be easier to obtain more precise values, on the other hand it could be 
assumed from observing the diffusion lengths that it would be possible to have a shorter time 
period for the heat-treatment and still get a calculable interdiffusion coefficient, which could 
be used to avoid time constraints. When performing the simulations in Dictra to predict the 
diffusion length it would probably be more fitting to use the final surface Cr concentration 
instead of the starting Cr concentration of 99.999% to obtain a closer match for the simulation 
and the experiment, this is contradicting though as the final Cr concentration on the surface 
isn’t know until after the experiment. If one could make a good approximation for the final 
surface concentration then a better prediction for the time needed to attain a certain diffusion 
length could probably be made. When making the simulations for the final surface 
concentration at 950°C for four and two weeks the diffusion depths were 3.041*10-4 [m] and 
2.15*10-4 [m] respectively, while not correct they are a closer match to the experimental 
values than the simulations at 99.999% Cr. 

Oxidation and other faults 
 
Two of the heat-treated samples had crumbled and were partially powdered; this is likely due 
to the occurrence of a crack in the encapsulation which in turn leads to heavy oxidation of the 
samples, this resulted in them not being analyzed in SEM. Another sample had been partially 
oxidized as shown in figure 6, it seems like the oxide passed through the cracks in the Cr layer 
through to the Fe were a lot of oxide can be observed, obviously this is at least partially due to 
the cracks in the top layer which would explain the way the sample were oxidized, so if not 
for the cracks it is doubtful that this sample would have been damaged. The concentration 
profile, figure 7 has been so affected by oxidation so no diffusion can reliably be calculated. 
To avoid oxidation in the future it would be a good idea to do a double encapsulation of 
samples, it would also be best to avoid cracks in the Cr layer to make sure the samples aren’t 
somehow damaged during heat-treatment. By observing all the samples with SEM before and 
after heat-treatment, so that comparisons can be drawn and a greater understanding of what 
has transpired during the heat-treatment could also be something worth think of. 

In figure 13 the chemical profile for figure 12 can be seen, what is worth noticing is the 
relatively low percentage of Cr in the sample, in fact when analyzing this sample on of the 
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sides which should have a Cr layer on it had no Cr percentage at all on the whole side, and on 
the side which the profile were taken on there were other areas which had decreased Cr 
values. The probable explanation to this phenomena is that the samples Cr layers for some 
reason loosened, this was probably due to either to structural deficiencies or possibly minor 
oxidation, either way this sample were rendered unusable for calculating the interdiffusion. 
By having thicker Cr layers the experiment could have been more successful, as then the loss 
of some Cr would be less impactful. As the temperature is critical for the calculations it’s 
advisable to ensure that the furnaces work correctly and that the temperature in them is stable 
and easy to read. Which quenching method used can also be experimented with, the 
quenching got performed by breaking the encapsulation before quenching, but two samples 
and their encapsulation were quenched at the same time, one sample was even cooled off with 
air, no obvious difference could be discerned from the different quenching methods but it 
would be of interest to dive deeper into what differences they could have. 

Interdiffusion coefficients values   
 
The calculated values for the interdiffusion coefficient doesn’t fit all that well to Jönssons 
report [3] or Dictra simulations which places the interdiffusion coefficients for the same mole 
fractions and 950°C at around 1.9-2.1*10-10 [cm2s-1] and for 850°C it’s around  1.75-2.11*10-

11 [cm2s-1], it also conflicts with the values gathered by [16], this could be caused by the grain 
boundary diffusion previously mentioned but it’s more likely a product of the behavior of the 
chemical profiles of the samples which the Boltzmann-Matano method were calculated for. 
The profiles are strange in the sense that their Cr concentration doesn’t fulfill the previously 
mentioned condition of c(z,t) = c(z/√t) as the concentration profiles when compared doesn’t 
scale when the time variable increases. Neither the Matano interfaces nor the concentration 
profiles as a whole superpose when plotting them as c vs λ. From what can be gathered from 
the results and the behaviour of the chemical profiles compared (figure 9 and 11) it seems like 
the Boltzmann-Matano method will give a lower interdiffusion coefficient when used for 
chemical profiles then what was simulated and expected from other reports. 

It seems like it can be confirmed that if (2) doesn’t hold true that interdiffusion coefficient 
will be flawed. When using the Boltzmann-Matano analysis for calculations of a chemical 
profile the integral which is calculated and used will be decreased by the maximum 
concentration of the system having been lowered, the reason behind this is that the Matano 
interface and the concentration axis will be reduced and will in turn, as said, decrease the 
integral used. It’s hard to say whether the methods and approach in this report in all actuality 
is useful or not for calculating the interdiffusion coefficients, but from what can be seen from 
the results in this report, it’s indicated that when one is using the Boltzmann-Matano method 
to calculate the interdiffusion coefficient from the data of a chemical profile and all the 
conditions aren’t met, the results will be lower then what otherwise would be expected. The 
different results of the interdiffusion coefficients could have occurred because of experimental 
faults such as the samples to have been affected by oxidation or the quenching, this can’t be 
confirmed though, but it would be worth to study this more in depth in the future to examine 
which parts worked well and which didn’t and further how to adjust the methods as to make 
them work. 
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Conclusion 

• The simulations from FiPy showed a reasonable agreement with experimental values 
from literature for 0,45 Cr mole fraction aged at 500°C for 100h and 500h, but at the 
lower time points 4h, 24h, the simulations showed disagreement with experimental 
values. When the Cr fraction was lowered to 0.35-0.25 mole fractions at 500°C the 
simulations gave no values for either wavelength or amplitude.  

• The trend of the result shows that the interdiffusion is consistently one magnitude 
lower than calculated values. The calculated diffusion coefficients at 950°C and four 
weeks for 13%, 10% and 4% mole fraction of Cr were 1.618 *10-11 [cm2s-1], 3.061*10-

11 [cm2s-1]and 3.141*10-11[cm2s-1], respectively. At 950°C and two weeks for 13%, 
10% and 4% mole fraction of Cr the diffusion coefficients were 5.524*10-11 [cm2s-1], 
5.528*10-11[cm2s-1] and 3.708*10-11[cm2s-1], respectively. These values don’t agree 
very well with other experimental and simulated values or with each other. At 850°C 
heat-treatment for seven weeks the determined coefficients were 3.378*10-12[cm2s-1] 
for 10% Cr and 6.327*10-12[cm2s-1] for 4% Cr.   

• If the final Cr surface concentration for the samples after heat-treatment can be 
predicted then it could be possible to obtain better time and diffusion length 
predictions than the ones for the starting surface concentration. 

• From the results it’s observed that the methods used yield lower interdiffusion 
coefficients than that from simulations and other experiments, and a much longer 
diffusion length then what was anticpated. The number of samples which could be 
used for the calculations were lacking though and it’s worth further investigating 
whether this discrepancy is because of experimental faults such as deficiencies in the 
samples or if it indeed because of a major aspect of the methods being flawed. In the 
future work, when one conducts the similar experiments, the samples should be 
observed before heat-treatment both for better comparisons and for making sure there 
are no deficiencies in them. Attentions should also be paid to the vacuum 
encapsulations, the control of temperature and such. 
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Appendix A 
Matlab code and values from SEM 
 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
%% 
  
  
  
A=textread('koncentration4.txt','%f',58); 
%the concentration obtained from SEM, diffrent files for diffrent samples 
B=textread('avstand4.txt','%f',58)-61.32; 
% the distance obatiend from  SEM, diffrent files for diffrent samples 
hold on 
  
v(1:58)= 0; 
%creating an "x" axis 
plot(A,v) 
  
  
plot(A,B); 
%ploting the distance vs concentration 
q = trapz(A,B) 
%calculating the area for the integral between v and the curve 
%the values of A and B might have to be modified as to obatian graphs which 
%can be used properly, and the Matano-interface is found through finding 
%the value that you need the detract from B to make the calculated integral 
%become zero 
 
850C 7w 950C 2w 950C 4w 850C 7w 950C 2w 950C 4w 
avstand3 avstand4 avstand5 koncentration3 koncentration4 koncentration5 

0 0 0 60,66497 18,5125 18,67677 
1,476552 1,674183 3,070626 62,31266 19,173 18,98055 
2,953103 3,348366 6,141253 63,67529 19,17019 18,70433 
4,429655 5,022549 9,211879 63,18329 19,13265 18,54623 
5,906207 6,696732 12,28251 62,39612 19,54595 18,48956 
7,382758 8,370915 15,35313 63,33402 19,26965 19,26592 
8,85931 10,0451 18,42376 62,99009 19,5382 18,74696 
10,33586 11,71928 21,49438 59,78779 19,65272 18,48782 
11,81241 13,39346 24,56501 63,09829 19,11985 18,54814 
13,28897 15,06765 27,63564 63,39601 18,79603 18,64713 
14,76552 16,74183 30,70626 63,0751 19,44942 18,79477 
16,24207 18,41601 33,77689 63,31352 19,70802 18,41485 
17,71862 20,0902 36,84752 63,51931 19,3663 18,85066 
19,19517 21,76438 39,91814 63,95587 20,19446 18,78971 
20,67172 23,43856 42,98877 62,58955 19,82213 18,64087 
22,14828 25,11275 46,0594 63,08855 19,83568 18,76808 
23,62483 26,78693 49,13002 61,83664 19,79572 18,9571 
25,10138 28,46111 52,20065 63,03772 19,61612 18,89572 
26,57793 30,1353 55,27127 51,38311 19,56953 18,84788 
28,05448 31,80948 58,3419 14,98227 19,52509 18,94688 



29,53103 33,48366 61,41253 11,20273 19,46979 18,85686 
31,00759 35,15784 64,48315 13,84991 18,98162 19,14314 
32,48414 36,83203 67,55378 10,05421 19,61078 18,30807 
33,96069 38,50621 70,62441 13,46276 19,07903 18,87961 
35,43724 40,18039 73,69503 14,773 19,34397 18,74351 
36,91379 41,85458 76,76566 11,60454 19,05553 18,79776 
38,39034 43,52876 79,83628 10,17339 19,27933 19,42322 
39,8669 45,20294 82,90691 10,0165 18,72182 19,62666 
41,34345 46,87713 85,97754 10,58243 18,19806 18,47292 
42,82 48,55131 89,04816 23,00232 17,9126 18,94343 
44,29655 50,22549 92,11879 11,33084 17,38362 18,45948 
45,7731 51,89968 95,18942 12,65038 16,10214 17,81766 
47,24965 53,57386 98,26004 13,63017 15,70828 17,85881 
48,72621 55,24804 101,3307 13,8463 14,11416 17,05442 
50,20276 56,92222 104,4013 14,26365 12,58217 17,3673 
51,67931 58,59641 107,4719 13,91701 11,58757 16,94635 
53,15586 60,27059 110,5425 14,61592 10,55776 17,02825 
54,63241 61,94477 113,6132 14,108 9,478769 17,27579 
56,10896 63,61896 116,6838 14,43211 7,889723 16,88554 
57,58552 65,29314 119,7544 14,45742 6,822285 16,91403 
59,06207 66,96732 122,8251 14,23352 5,48746 16,99985 
60,53862 68,64151 125,8957 13,98183 4,798778 16,55388 
62,01517 70,31569 128,9663 13,28652 3,594432 16,11978 
63,49172 71,98987 132,0369 12,45474 2,995691 15,99136 
64,96827 73,66406 135,1076 11,9609 2,451834 14,91398 
66,44483 75,33824 138,1782 17,8435 1,732552 14,63656 
67,92138 77,01242 141,2488 23,81131 1,479661 13,36747 
69,39793 78,6866 144,3194 12,07589 1,098388 11,7107 
70,87448 80,36079 147,3901 11,05966 0,666199 10,09053 

 
 
72,35103 82,03497 150,4607 19,20004 0,789074 8,706126 
73,82758 83,70915 153,5313 14,55566 0,522285 7,12187 
75,30414 85,38334 156,6019 12,61607 0,380174 5,543175 
76,78069 87,05752 159,6726 12,78501 0,371721 4,292621 
78,25724 88,7317 162,7432 12,34214 0,304267 3,123314 
79,73379 90,40589 165,8138 19,57095 0,113606 2,185951 
81,21034 92,08007 168,8844 13,42029 0,12405 1,422246 
82,68689 93,75425 171,9551 13,09308 0,130066 0,915856 
84,16345 95,42844 175,0257 14,20969 0,105797 0,52706 
85,64 97,10262 178,0963 14,3463 0,206044 0,567239 
87,11655 98,7768 181,167 13,656 0 0,291249 
88,5931 100,451 184,2376 14,29362 0,039178 0,170597 
90,06965 102,1252 187,3082 13,56402 0,088987 0,058823 
91,5462 103,7994 190,3788 13,50407 0,065142 0,217347 
93,02276 105,4735 193,4495 13,53434 0,041073 0,035844 
94,49931 107,1477 196,5201 13,07303 0 0,000435 



95,97586 108,8219 199,5907 11,52781 0,003138 0 
97,45241 110,4961 202,6613 10,38848 0 0,091199 
98,92896 112,1703 205,732 9,153746 0 0,077533 
100,4055 113,8444 208,8026 8,289197 0,017688 0,09277 
101,8821 115,5186 211,8732 7,718576 0 0,00691 
103,3586 117,1928 214,9438 7,418817 0 0 
104,8352 118,867 218,0145 7,261313 0,042912 0 
106,3117 120,5412 221,0851 6,900864 0 0,103746 
107,7883 122,2154 224,1557 6,322653 0,002661 0,041561 
109,2648 123,8895 227,2263 6,033536 0 0 
110,7414 125,5637 230,297 5,33774 0,089553 0 
112,2179 127,2379 233,3676 4,885495 0,041039 0,060778 
113,6945 128,9121 236,4382 3,910347 0,096711 0 
115,171 130,5863 239,5089 3,526052 0,115464 0,010722 
116,6476 132,2605 242,5795 3,563596 0,049265 0,130908 
118,1241 133,9346 245,6501 3,345108 0,032846 0,062931 
119,6007 135,6088 248,7207 3,246715 0 0 
121,0772 137,283 251,7914 3,314558 0,088 0 
122,5538 138,9572 254,862 3,205549 0,055766 0,056003 
124,0303 140,6314 257,9326 3,313774 0 0,160798 
125,5069 142,3056 261,0032 3,132295 0 0,103156 
126,9834 143,9797 264,0739 3,239585 0,128274 0,084417 
128,46 145,6539 267,1445 3,198659 0 0,100651 
129,9365 147,3281 270,2151 3,079855 0 0 
131,4131 149,0023 273,2857 3,017225 0 0 
132,8897 150,6765 276,3564 3,121635 0 0,059195 
134,3662 152,3507 279,427 3,092308 0,063601 0 
135,8428 154,0248 282,4976 3,055912 0 0 
137,3193 155,699 285,5682 3,210054 0 0,0069 
138,7959 157,3732 288,6389 3,058098 0 0,019109 
140,2724 159,0474 291,7095 3,022371 0,044287 0 
141,749 160,7216 294,7801 2,985031 0,137076 0 
143,2255 162,3958 297,8508 2,909788 0 0 
144,7021 164,0699 300,9214 2,831054 0,06892 0,097613 
146,1786 165,7441 303,992 2,927924 0 
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